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Abstract
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Nearly degenerate asymmetric stretches with perpendicular transition dipole moments of the
deuterated guanidinium cation (DGdm+) in D2O and D-glycerol/D2O mixtures at 1600 cm−1 were
investigated by linear FTIR spectroscopy and polarization dependent femtosecond pump-probe
spectroscopy. The vibrational coupling of the asymmetric stretches of guanidinium occurs within
0.5 ps and leads to fast decay of the anisotropy to a level of 0.1. A systematic study of the influence
of the coherence transfer on pump-probe signals is given. Following this decay the anisotropy decays
with a time constant of 4.1 ps in D2O by rotational diffusion about an axis perpendicular to the
DGdm+ mean plane. The presence of aggregation was demonstrated for concentrations higher than
0.2 M.
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INTRODUCTION
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The ability of various salts to denature proteins 1–9 or modify the protein associated water
structures 10–12 related to protein stability has been widely demonstrated. In particular,
guanidinium (C(NH2)3+, HGdm+) salts have particular interest mainly because the chloride,
HGdmCl, is a very effective protein denaturant that can cause partial unfolding at
concentrations well below 1 M 13–15. Experiments based on neutron diffraction 16, 17,
calorimetry 18–20, solubility 21, densimetry 22, and FTIR spectroscopy 23 have been employed
to clarify this denaturing power and two important effects have been identified: the direct
interaction between amphiphilic HGdm+ and the nonpolar groups of the proteins 18, 21, 24; and
the modification of the water hydrogen bonding network upon the addition of the ions 23. A
more complete description of the structure and properties of HGdm+ will have important
applications in understanding the unfolding and aggregation of peptides and proteins that are
involved in essential biological processes related to diseases 25, 26.
Recent studies of HGdm+ include a report on the kinetics that shows HGdm+ influencing the
end-to-end diffusion of a small peptide to which it transiently binds 24 and a spectroscopic
study reporting the significant effects of HGdm+ on the water OH stretching vibrations 23.
Evidently the various thermodynamic, spectroscopic and kinetic properties of the HGdm+ salts
in water and in their association with proteins present significant challenges for modern
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physical methods that are able to access both structural and dynamical features in a single
experiment. One such method is polarization dependent pump-probe spectroscopy 27 which
provides the transition dipole reorientational motions and, as this paper will show, the
environmentally induced intermode coupling.
Computations 28 of gas phase HGdm+ predict a D3 symmetry ion with the C and N atoms on
the plane perpendicular to a three fold symmetry axis. The H-N-H bond angle is 120° and the
plane of each of the NH2 groups make an angle ~ 12° with the CN3 plane. The normal mode
analysis 29 for the free ion demonstrates that there is a degenerate mode around 1600 cm−1
corresponding to the CN3 stretch and NH2 scissors motions that has a large dipole derivative.
The presence of two nearly equal frequency modes in the mid-IR range for HGdm+ in water
provides a novel opportunity to expose hitherto unknown properties of its local structure and
dynamics.
The goal of the present paper is to investigate the interactions of monomeric HGdm+ with water
aqueous solution by probing the vibrational transitions at ca. 1600 cm−1 on ultrafast time scales
by linear FTIR spectroscopy and polarization dependent femtosecond IR pump-probe method.
Particular attention is given to the roles of coherence and population transfer between
vibrational modes involved in pump-probe spectroscopy.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Sample
The guanidinium salts are fully deuterated (C(ND2)3+, DGdm+) and dissolved in D2O (1.19
cP 30). A deuterated sample is required because the OH bending mode overlaps spectrally with
the ca. 1600 cm−1 degenerate mode of the DGdm+ guanidinium salt. The guanidinium chloride
was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (http://www.sigmaaldrich.com) and completely deuterated
by successive dissolution in excess D2O followed by lyophilization. Samples were held
between two 2 mm CaF2 windows. For concentrations 1 M and below, a 6 or 12 micron spacer
was used while for the higher concentrations, no spacer was used in the experiments. Mixtures
of D-glycerol and D2O with weights of D-glycerol 59%, 81% and 100% having viscosity 10
cP, 70 cP and 1400 cP 31 were also used in the experiments.
Pump-probe experiment
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The frequency selective pump-probe experiment was based on the generation of femtosecond
laser pulses in the 6 μm region from a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier (Spitfire, SpectraPhysics) and home-made IR optical parametric amplifier (OPA) 32. The near transform-limited
75 fs pulse was centered at 1600 cm−1 and had ~2.4 μJ energy. The output was divided into
pump (k⃑1) and probe (k⃑2) pulses. The pump pulse was vertically polarized and contained ~500
nJ energy. An attenuator composed of two polarizers was used to decrease the intensity of the
probe to about a tenth of k⃑1 and to rotate to its polarization by 45° with respect to that of the
pump pulse. The pump and probe beams were focused onto the sample by a parabolic mirror
and the probe beam was re-collimated by a CaF2 lens. The probe was focused onto the entrance
slit of a spectrometer and spectrally dispersed onto a liquid-nitrogen-cooled 32 element MCT
array detector. A polarizer was placed after the sample to select parallel, perpendicular and
magic angle polarization components of the probe pulse. The pump-probe interaction with the
sample generates a field that heterodynes with the probe field on the detector. The interval
between pump and probe pulses is denoted as T, and free evolution of the generated field occurs
on the interval t. The first 0.25 ps (0.4 ps in case of neat D-glycerol) were excluded from data
processing to completely avoid contamination by the CaF2 non-resonant signal. Additionally,
the signals of the neat solvents were subtracted from the pump-probe data sets. The processing
yields the transient absorptions Δα||(ω,T), Δα⊥(ω,T), and ΔαMA(ω,T) for parallel (XXXX
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tensor), perpendicular (XXYY tensor) and magic angle (MA) polarization components of the
probe pulse, respectively. These signals are used to compute the anisotropy r (ω,T), which is
independent of population relaxation and reflects transition dipole reorientation:

(1)

RESULTS
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Figure 1 shows the FTIR spectra of DGdmCl in the 1500 ~ 1700 cm−1 region at different
concentrations and different solvents. This vibrational transition is atop of a weak and broad
D2O combination mode which has been subtracted in Figure 1a and Figure 1b. The center
frequency (1600 cm−1) of the DGdm+ transition does not change significantly with
concentration, however, its full width half maximum (FWHM) is concentration dependent. In
the more dilute solutions, less than 0.25 M, the FWHM is ~ 28 cm−1. The variation of width
with concentration is shown in Figure 1c. Compared with dilute solution, at 8 M, the FWHM
increases by ~ 39 %. Figure 1b shows the FTIR spectrum of 0.1 M DGdmCl in a 59% Dglycerol/water mixture where the band at 1600 cm−1 is now clearly split into two components.
The curves represented by squares in Figures 1a and 1b are simulated linear spectra based on
parameters that are discussed later.
The pump-probe signal shows bleaching and absorption components separated by 35 cm−1
with almost equal amplitudes as shown in Figure 2. The ratio of the amplitudes of bleaching
and excited state absorption is preserved during the scanned time range of T as discussed below.
This ratio is an important observable since simulations show it is sensitive to certain parameters.
The kinetics of the pump-probe data shows the rise and decay of the transient absorption signal
(Figure 3a). The rising part of the signal is described by perturbed free induction decay 33 and
the rise time is close to the inverse of the width of the absorption band in the linear FTIR
spectrum. The lifetime (T1) of the ca. 1600 cm−1 vibrational state was obtained from pumpprobe experiments for 0.1 M and 6 M concentrations in D2O and a 0.1 M sample in a D-glycerol/
D2O mixture (Figure 3a). The maxima of bleaching and new absorption regions were probed
and no significant frequency dependence of the decay time was found. The values of T1
obtained from these magic angle pump-probe experiments (see Figure 3a) for samples in
D2O are 1.82±0.01 ps (at 0.1 M) and 1.87±0.02 ps (at 6 M). For the 59%D-glycerol/D2O
mixture T1= 2.44±0.02 ps, for 81% D-glycerol/D2O mixture T1= 2.64±0.02 ps and for neat Dglycerol T1= 2.89±0.03 ps.
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The transition dipole reorientation dynamics of DGdm+ were obtained from the pump-probe
anisotropy for which data are presented in Figures 3b–c for two different probe frequencies:
one at the maximum of the bleaching and the other on the low frequency edge of the excited
state absorption. The latter experiment permits measurement of the anisotropy in a region where
it is less influenced by the overlap of the bleaching with the new absorption component. The
pump-probe anisotropy exhibits decay on two well separated time scales and all experiments
have been fit to the double exponential (see Table 1):
(2)

where AF and AS are the amplitudes of the fast and slow processes. The slowest decay with
amplitude AS ~0.1 describes the overall rotational diffusion for the DGdm+ ion as discussed
below. The significant subpicosecond decay (Figure 3b and 3c) in the ~ 500 fs range for all
samples except for neat D-glycerol where the fast decay is slowed to 1.2 ps, is clearly not
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controlled by overall rotation because it is nearly as fast in more viscous solutions and in the
higher concentration sample that contains aggregates. For all samples except neat D-glycerol
the anisotropy from fits appears to have an initial value of at least ~0.34 when probed at the
bleaching, and close to the limit of 0.4 when probed at the exited state absorption. But in neat
D-glycerol a value of r(~0) ≈0.3 is obtained for both spectral components.
The main purpose of this paper is to present, and provide a quantitative explanations for the
time dependence of the anisotropy.

DISCUSSION
Linear Spectroscopy
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The experiments of Figure 1 show that the vibrational linewidth and center frequency are
independent of DGdm+ concentrations below ca. 0.2 M which suggests that at the lowest
concentrations the solution is mainly monomeric DGdm+ ions. Ab initio calculations were
performed on [C(ND2)3]+ − n D2O clusters (n=0 – 8) with Gaussian03 34 and B3LYP densityfunctional theory (DFT) method with the basis set 6–31G to optimize the geometry. It was
confirmed that the mode near 1600 cm−1 is a degenerate mode as illustrated in Figure 4. The
Raman spectrum assignments of this band also indicate that it is a degenerate mode 35. The
Gaussian computation indicates that the degeneracy can be split by up to 80 cm−1 due to the
interaction of DGdm+ with asymmetrically disposed water molecules interacting mainly with
the ND2 groups. The ratio of the lower to the higher frequency transition dipole moment of the
transitions of these clusters varied from 1 to 0.82. The transitions to the different components
of the degenerate state in vacuum have dipole moments perpendicular to one another. Therefore
we can expect that in solution there will exist a significant frequency distribution of hydrogen
bonded states and that at any instant, each ion may have a different water cluster surrounding
it. These solvation shells would be expected to reduce the symmetry such that two “degenerate”
modes are no longer interchangeable by a three-fold rotation and a phase shift. However any
particular splitting pattern should only persist as long as the asymmetric solvent configurations
remain intact. The existence of two overlapping transitions in the 1600 cm−1 region in solutions,
as evidenced most clearly by the glycerol spectra, implies that the mean structure of DGdm+
in solution does not have three-fold symmetry. The splitting of the degenerate states in the
linear spectrum is not so obvious in D2O but the band fits well to two nearly identical bands
split by 10.8 cm−1. The FTIR spectrum of [C(ND2)3]Cl in D-glycerol/D2O on Figure 1b clearly
shows the splitting of the 1600 cm−1 band into two transitions having slightly different
intensities: these components must correspond to the two components of DGdm+ that are
degenerate in the gas phase molecule. Although the detailed structural-energetic aspects, in
particular the relative disposition of the three ND2 groups of these split states are not known
yet, there are clearly a number of factors that can contribute. For the D-glycerol/D2O mixtures,
in addition to hydrogen bonds between DGdm+ and the glycerol-OD and D-OD hydroxyls and
oxygens, the hydrophobic faces of glycerol and DGdm+ may associate. Such complexation
may not be symmetric relative to the ND2 groups. Such an asymmetric interaction with the
environment could be a factor in causing a larger splitting of the degeneracy and the small
modifications of the intensities of the two transitions that are observed.
Simulation model
In the analysis the two nearly degenerate modes will be treated as independent normal modes
such as those depicted in Figure 4. These components are described in the notation |n1 n2〉
where n1 and n2 are the numbers of quanta of modes 1 and 2. The ground state is |00〉. There
are two one quantum states (|01〉 and |01〉) which are the nearly degenerate component harmonic
states ψ1 (Q1)ψ0 (Q2) and ψ0 (Q1)ψ1 (Q2). The transition dipole moments to them from |00〉
are assumed to be perpendicular to one another. There are three two quanta states (|02〉, |20〉
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and |11〉), corresponding to ψ0 (Q1)ψ2 (Q2), ψ2 (Q1)ψ0 (Q2) and ψ1 (Q1)ψ1 (Q2), which are the
overtones and a combination. The Liouville path diagrams considered in the present analysis
are shown in Figure 5. The six basis states |00〉, |10〉, |01〉, |20〉, |02〉 and |11〉 are written on
the diagrams as 0,1, 2, 1+1, 2+2 and 1+2 to simplify the visualization of the time dependent
steps in the evolution. The interpretation of the diagrams will be deferred until the specific
cases are discussed. The Liouville path diagrams are discussed in general in reference 36.
We have explored other possibilities for the eigenstates in detail. For example, another
approach would be to start from a two dimensional harmonic oscillator with modes that have
some vibrational angular momentum. In such modes the motions of each atom follow elliptical
paths and they are strongly coupled to overall rotation through the Coriolis interaction 37: they
are three-fold symmetry adapted linear combinations of the separated normal modes with
complex coefficients. There are two one quantum states:
, and three two quanta states: an A state

and
and
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38. A
and
E states
simple analysis based on the diagrams of Figure 5 with ψ1,1 and ψ1,−1 replacing |10〉 and |
01〉, ψ2,0 replacing |11〉, and ψ2,±2 replacing |20〉 and |02〉 finds that the magnitudes of the
signals and anisotropies of the new absorption and the bleach in the pump-probe spectrum are
equal for a variety of state energy distributions. The anisotropy is 0.3 if the A and E two quanta
states both contribute to the additional absorption signal. The anisotropy is 0.7 if only the A
state contributes to the additional absorption, and the anisotropy is 0.1 if only the E states
contribute to additional absorption. In each of these examples the bleach and new absorption
signals are equal. The predicted theoretical anisotropies at zero delay from this two dimensional
oscillator model do not correspond to the experimental values which are found to be
significantly higher than 0.3 at the peaks of the absorption and the bleach. It is concluded that
solvent interactions strongly perturb these eigenstates of the vibrational angular momentum.
Once the solvent induced decay of the angular momentum correlation function is completed,
the ensemble should be treatable as if there are separated normal modes having zero mean
values of the vibrational angular momentum, such as we have used in the treatment below.
This correlation decay must be faster than the 250 fs time resolution of the anisotropy
experiment and is probably caused by the strong restriction of overall motion by hydrogen
bonding to the ND2 groups and the removal of three-fold symmetry by these solvent
interactions.
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Pump-probe data and linear spectra for dilute solutions of DGdm+ were therefore simulated
from the two independent modes model (Figure 4). Each of the frequencies of the |01〉 → |
02〉 or |10〉 → |20〉 transitions are considered to be downshifted by a diagonal anharmonic shift
Δ. The frequency of the combinational mode, |11〉, is anharmonically shifted by ΔC. The
simulation of the frequency resolved pump-probe spectra was based on known response
functions 39 assuming delta pulses. The T1 factors for the two degenerate components were
assumed to be equal, and those of the overtones were assumed to follow a harmonic
approximation 39. The central frequencies, ω1 and ω2, of the two modes, their transition dipole
moments, μ1 and μ2, and parameters to describe autocorrelation functions C(t) = 〈δωi(t)
δωi(0)〉 were made consistent with linear FTIR spectra by simulations (see Figure 1a and 1b).
The linear spectrum is adequately, though perhaps not uniquely fit in the peak region and in
the spectral wings by assuming a frequency correlation function that follows Bloch dynamics
having the specific form:
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The pump-probe experiment does not add much to knowledge of the vibrational frequency
correlations. The fits used parameters γ = 0.9 ps−1 and σ = 1.1 ps−1 for DGdm+ in D2O. These
parameters essentially represent a Voigt profile and they fit the linear spectrum with good
precision. They are reasonable approximations to the more accurate frequency correlations
obtained from 2D IR spectra that are in the course of publication 40. The parameters of the
autocorrelation function for glycerol mixtures were: γ = 0.98, 0.95 and 0.86 ps−1 and σ = 0.83,
0.79 and 0.77 ps−1 for 59%, 81% glycerol mixtures and neat glycerol. The changes in σ with
viscosity are small but they indicate that the inhomogeneous distribution of structures does not
increase with viscosity as expected. This suggests that the preferred local D-glycerol/D2O
configuration is dominant even in the 50% mixture.
Ultrafast anisotropy decay
There are three processes that need to be considered in a description of the fast anisotropy
decay. The most obvious is rotational diffusion but it will be shown that rotational diffusion
only dominates the later part of the anisotropy decay but not the early part and therefore it will
be treated in the next section.
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The second possible source of fast decay of the anisotropy arises because there are three
orientations of any given ion that is distorted from three-fold symmetry: they represent the
distorted solute structure in identical solvation shell configurations each with its unique
vibrational transition dipoles rotated from each other by ±2π / 3 in the approximate plane of
an ion. As a result of solvent reconfiguration and no other dynamics, the anisotropy would
gradually decay to 0.1 as is observed in the experiment. The long time anisotropy limit for this
process is the average of the pumped state anisotropy of 0.4 (for, say, one of the configurations)
with 0.4P2(−1/2) contributions from the other two configurations rotated by ±2π/3. A complete
redistribution of water molecules in the solvation shell of ion is needed to cause the
equilibration of these configurations which we refer to as 2π/3 flips. The many picosecond
time scale of the exchange of solvent configurations, which are not unrelated to the rotations
of the mode dipoles, are discussed further below in relation to our MD simulations. As shown
in Figures 3b and 3c the subpicosecond anisotropy loss occurs in the glycerol mixtures as well
as in water. This result makes it unlikely that the fast anisotropy decay is caused by complete
exchange of the solvent configurations. It is possible that this process might contribute to the
anisotropy decay in water, particularly at much higher temperatures, but the vibrational
dynamics discussed below is considered to dominate the anisotropy decay at short times.
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The anisotropy is sensitive to the solvent induced transfers between the two nearly degenerate
components and the coherence transfers that occur in the detection period. Intermode coupling
has previously been invoked to explain anisotropy decays 41–43. Recent experimental examples
include CN vibrations of hexacyanides 41 and CO vibrations of hexacarbonyls 42, 43. In these
cases the degenerate states can be described by the coupling patterns of symmetrically placed
CN or CO modes and the relaxation kinetics of the states has been directly related to the
coupling and energy transfer between equivalent ligands. The present example is conceptually
different in that DGdm+ has no identifiable ligands between which excitations are transferring:
the relaxation of DGdm+ is intrinsically related to solvent induced mixing of the delocalized
degenerate vibrations that involve atomic displacements that are present on all the atoms of
the molecule.
In view of the fact that the 1600 cm−1 transition involves a nearly degenerate pair of states it
is also necessary to incorporate coherence transfer into a description of the pump-probe spectra
J Phys Chem B. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2010 November 19.
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and kinetics. Transfer between vibrational coherences between carbonyl transitions in a
metalcarbonyl have been examined in detail by 2D IR methods 44 and evaluated by a Redfield
approach: some of the physical assumptions used in the present analysis are similar. In a pumpprobe experiment, assuming delta-pulse excitation, the pump pulse field interacts twice with
the system to create either a population state (Figure 5, lines 1 to 3) or a coherent superposition
of states (Figure 5, lines 4 and 5) at T=0. The system then evolves during the waiting time T
and the detection time t. The signal acquisition involves a Fourier integration over t by the
monochromator and slow detector but the coherence dynamics during that period must still be
incorporated to obtain the correct signal: indeed the effects on the pump-probe signals of
coherence transfer during t could be rather significant.
Description of the pump-probe signal
A highly simplified, schematic approach is now used to keep track of the various terms that
contribute to the pump-probe signal. The system-bath interaction is usefully displayed as an
expansion in the normal modes Q1 and Q2 of the DGdm+ degenerate state:

(4)
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Where q is intended to represent the coordinates of a bath of harmonic oscillators. The reduced
density matrix elements in the basis of the ion eigenmodes undergoes dynamics in both the T
and t periods of the pump-probe experiment in accordance with the equation of motion:

(5)
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Where R is the Redfield matrix 36, 45. The secular approximation used in reaching Equation 5
requires that |ωij − ωkl| ≪ Δt−1, where Δt is approximately the evolution time of the density
matrix of the system. The near degeneracy results in many pairs of states satisfying this
inequality and many density matrix elements need to be considered in the simulation of the
pump-probe spectra dynamics and anisotropy. The frequency differences are small enough that
we will assume the Redfield matrix elements to be real and representative of kinetic models
that approximately describe the dynamics during the evolution in T and t. The coherence
transfers between all the different v=1 -> v=2 transitions of the pump-probe experiment involve
nearly equal frequencies since the values of |ωij − ωkl| arise from the small diagonal or offdiagonal anharmonic shifts or from the small splitting of the degeneracy. All these differences
are small compared with kBT so the forward and backward rate coefficients are always nearly
equal. The T1 relaxations from any of the six basis states described above into the background
states from the combination and overtone states of the other modes of the molecule are
introduced empirically. The measured T1 times are near 2 ps which are are substantially longer
than the fastest anisotropy decays.
In the present approximation of separated but identical harmonic modes, the rate of population
flow between degenerate components, R11,22 and R22,11 and the coherence exchange R12,21
rate coefficients are equal, and both arise from the quadratic interaction in Equation 4. These
processes act during the T period. If V is linear in q and the bath is characterized by a spectral
density g(ω), the rate coefficients are all given by the Golden Rule:

(6)
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matrix elements during the T time period assuming a motionally narrowed limit:
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(7)

With similar equations for ρ22(T) and ρ21(T), where ρ(0) represents the density matrix
immediately after the pump pulse has interacted with the system, 1/T1 is the population decay
rate of a V=1 state assumed to be equal for both components, and k12 makes explicit, for the
purpose of illustration, that the coherence decays by pure dephasing which competes with
whatever effects the coherence transfers would have on the signal.. The actual coherence loss
computed from our simulations discussed below is nonexponential.
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Because the Redfield terms are not reliably calculated by inclusion of only the harmonic terms,
the transfer during t amongst coherences (1,1+1), (1,1+2), (1,2+2), (2,1+2), (2,2+2), and (2,1
+1) was simulated by a kinetic model with one rate coefficient, kct, as a variable parameter,
except for transitions between coherences that vanish in the quadratic approximation to
Redfield theory, for which kct was set equal to zero. The coherences (1,2+2) and (2, 1+1),
though involved in the coherence “kinetics” do not contribute to the density matrix trace that
yields the signal. All other contributions were neglected. The dashed horizontal lines in the
diagrams (Figure 5) indicate the stage in the evolution where a spontaneous process of
coherence or population transfer might occur. Such a change may alter not only the detected
frequency but also the polarization condition which is the main point when it comes to
evaluating the anisotropy. For this reason the time ordered interaction associated with each
diagram is indicated below it in Figure 5. Only those terms with an even number of molecular
frame transition dipole directions, such as 1111, 1212, 1221, etc., survive the orientation
average 27. All such possible changes are included in the simulation and weighted according
to the foregoing kinetic model. The diagrams that are moved to the right in Figure 5, describe
processes undergone by some molecules in the ensemble that are involved in the kinetics but
that do not contribute to the signal because of the vanishing orientation average in the isotropic
sample. Of course all these processes are incorporated into the quantum mechanical trace over
the bath and system variables that define the measured signal through the diagrams in Figure
5.
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In order to assess the relative importance of population and coherence transfer in the pumpprobe signal and anisotropy decay, model simulations were carried out based on the diagrams
in Figure 5. The various contributions to the anisotropy, free of any complications due to
overlapping signals, are presented in Figure 6a. In the absence of population and coherence
transfer (Figure 5, diagrams without horizontal dotted lines) the anisotropy is 0.4 when probed
at the new absorption region, which contains no (12) coherence diagrams, and 0.37 when
probed at the bleach and stimulated emission part of the signal. The drop from 0.4 is caused
by the signal difference between having (1+2,1) or (2,0) coherences in the detection period.
Coherence decay during T (Figure 5, diagrams 4a,b) causes a small but rapid drop of anisotropy
probed at the bleaching region, after which the anisotropy stays constant (Figure 6a, 2): the
rate of this decay is determined by the dephasing time of the coherent superposition of the two
modes. The response functions used in the simulation incorporated the conventional relaxation
parameters36 in the form of those worked out explicitely for anharmonic oscillators39. The
autocorrelation function was chosen as in Equation (3) while the cross correlation was defined
39 as: f σ2 where f is a correlation coefficient which could range from +1 to −1. The pure
dephasing time calculated from a simulation of diagram 4a of Figure 5 for two equal frequency
oscillators was found to vary from 0.6 to 0.2 ps as f varied from +1 to −1 assuming that σ is
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determined by the autocorrelation. In the former case the decay is exponential and the latter is
a mean decay time of a non-exponential function. Thus, the total coherence loss for DGdm+
in D2O, including the T1 process, must occur within a range 0.5 ps (for f=1) to 0.2 ps (for f=
−1). The experimental anisotropy decay time is within this range of coherence loss, but as seen
from Figure 6a (1 and 2) this mechanism can never account for the decay of the anisotropy to
0.1. When coherence transfer dominates all other processes during the detection time t (Figure
5, diagrams with dotted line during t period only) the anisotropies for both probe frequencies
undergo a fast decay to become almost equal at r = 0.2 (Figure 6a, 3 and 4). In order to influence
the signal during t, coherence transfer must compete effectively with the total dephasing rate
of the coherences generated by the probe pulse in the absence of coherence transfer. For
DGdm+ in D2O coherence decay in the excited state manifold has the form exp [−γt −Δ2t2/2
−3t/2T1] which has a mean decay rate of 2.22 ps−1.
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We now consider transfer in the T range, without any coherence transfer during t, (Figure 5,
diagrams with dotted line during T period only) where both population exchange and coherence
transfer occur with the same rate constants during T as predicted by Equation 6. The coherence
transfer competes unfavorably with the dephasing of the coherence during T but in any event
has a negligible effect on the anisotropy: without pure dephasing and with inclusion only
infinitely fast coherence transfer during T, the anisotropy does not decay (Figure 6a, 9 and 10).
The population transfer during the T interval diminishes the anisotropy from 0.4 to 0.1 (Figure
6a, 5 and 6) because of the rotation of the transition dipole moment in the molecular frame by
90° and results in stochastic averaging of the dipole in the mean plane of DGdm+. Inclusion
of both population exchange and coherence transfer during both the T and t periods also predicts
that the anisotropy will decay to values close to 0.1 with a very slight dependence on the probed
frequency (Figure 6a, 7 and 8).
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The overlapping of the excited state absorption with the bleaching part decreases the anisotropy
from the values presented in Figure 6a for the degenerate states and discussed for the ideal
conditions used in the previous paragraph. This effect is seen from the simulated anisotropy
of two independent transitions with spectroscopic parameters close to those of DGdm+ in
D2O (see Table 2) having diagonal anharmonicities of 20 cm−1 and an off-diagonal
anharmonicity of 3 cm−1. As a result of the spectral overlap the initial anisotropies (T=0) in
the bleach and excited state regions are reduced to 0.36 and 0.38 respectively. Dephasing
further reduces the values to 0.365 and 0.32 as shown in Figure 6b (1 and 2). When coherence
transfer is introduced in the t period, the T=0 anisotropy is 0.29. Although dephasing during
T causes this anisotropy to drop as shown on (Figure 6b, 3 and 4) it is strongly dependent on
probe frequency. When only population exchange occurs during T, the anisotropy decays to
0.1 independently of the probed frequency (Figure 6b, 5 and 6), regardless of whether
coherence transfer is occurring during T. In the absence of pure dephasing during T the
anisotropy oscillates at the frequency difference of transitions and does not depend on the rate
of coherence transfer (Figure 6b, 9 and 10). Pure dephasing of the coherence in T damps the
oscillation which is not seen in the experiment. When both population exchange and coherence
transfer are present during both T and t, the anisotropy decays to about the same value of 0.1
for the bleach and excited state absorption (Figure 6b, 7 and 8). However, the excited state
absorption anisotropy decays more rapidly. This prediction of a faster anisotropy decay when
the new absorption region is probed is not in accord with the experiment for DGdm+ in D2O.
The experimental anisotropy at the new absorption begins from values close to 0.4 and is higher
during whole T period than the anisotropy measured at the bleaching region. This result implies
that, for this example, coherence transfer during t does not compete effectively with coherence
loss. The simulated pump-probe spectra for parallel polarization (Figure 6c) predicts that the
ratio of the new absorption to the bleaching peak amplitude becomes significantly smaller
(Figure 6d) when coherence transfer is influencing the decay during t. Figure 6d also includes
the experimental ratio which is close to the value with no coherence transfer during t, but with
J Phys Chem B. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2010 November 19.
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population exchange and coherence transfer during T with equal rates according to Equation
6. The conditions prevailing for the rate of dephasing during the T period makes it impossible
to see the oscillations of the (12) coherences which form a negligible contribution to the
anisotropy signal. Although we have not explored different conditions experimentally it might
be that slowing down the frequency fluctuations by significant decrease in temperature could
result in a more significant contribution of coherence transfer during t period.
Rotational diffusion
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The role of rotational diffusion was considered by treating DGdm+ as an approximate oblate
diffuser. The anisotropy of an oblate symmetric diffuser is expected to exhibit two relaxation
times that depend on the rotational diffusion constants D|| and D⊥. The initial anisotropy
amplitude of the component decaying with time constant (4D|| + 2D⊥)−1 is predicted to be 0.3
and that for the component decaying with time constant
is 0.1 46. The ultrafast vibrational
energy transfer between the perpendicularly polarized components, as discussed above,
averages out the transition dipole orientation in the molecular plane much faster than the overall
rotation around the symmetry axis. This averaging implies that the effect of overall rotation
can only be sensed during the decay of the anisotropy from 0.1 to zero, and that only D⊥ is
measured. Concentration and viscosity dependences of this decay component of the anisotropy
are shown in Table 1. The time constant of 4.1 ps for 0.1 M solutions in D2O are in good
agreement with NMR data (4.38 ps) obtained for 2 M HGdmBr 47. For the ten times more
viscous 59% D-glycerol/D2O mixture and high concentrations of DGdm+ in D2O the slow
decay component was too long to be measured confidently. The slow rotational relaxation time
is predicted to be:

(8)

where T is a temperature (295 K), kB is Boltzmann constant, η, V, and λ are the viscosity
(1.192*10−3 kg·m−1sec−1 for D2O), the volume of the molecule (70.6*10−30 m3), and friction
coefficient for out of plane rotation. The viscosity of water is not changed by adding 1 M
HGdmCl 48. For slip boundary conditions, λ = 1.407 49, 50 so that τS = 4.85 ps, which is
reasonable agreement with the experiment. For stick boundary conditions, involving rotation
of the solute with its solvation shell, λ=8.0931 and τS = 27.9 ps, which is not close to the
experimental results in Table 1 and much longer than could be measured given that the
populations last for only a few picoseconds.
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In order to assess the remote possibility that a fast rotation might contribute to the diminishment
of the anisotropy from 0.4 to 0.1 the rotational diffusion of the HGdm+ ion was also estimated
from classical MD simulations using the GROMOS96 force field (G45a1) and SPC water. The
partial charges for HGdm+ were known 51 and the box consisted of HGdmCl and 891 water
molecules was used. Two hundred configurations with minimized energy were randomly
chosen and the trajectory of an angular deviation for a selected CN bond was obtained over a
time range of 20 ps for each of the starting configurations. In the simulation the anisotropy
dropped from 0.4 to 0.32 in the first 250 fs as a result of residual fast inertial motions. This
type of behavior is common in classical MD simulations of anisotropy 52–54. The bulk of the
HGdm+ anisotropy decayed with a single exponential time constant of 4.4 ps. This classical
simulation of the rotational diffusion does not evidence a sub-picosecond decay of the
anisotropy to a level of 0.1 as seen in the experiment and predicts that D⊥ and D|| are similar
in magnitude since all the anisotropy is lost in a single exponential decay.
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Pump-probe simulation
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The complete simulation of the frequency resolved pump-probe spectra and anisotropy were
performed by including all diagrams in rows 1–5 of Figure 5. The parameters used in the
simulation are shown in Table 2 and the simulated spectrum and anisotropy for DGdm+ in
D2O are compared with experiment in Figure 7. It is assumed in the simulation that the
fluctuations in the two degenerate component transition frequencies were anticorrelated based
on the simple idea that a solvent induced splitting of the degeneracy will shift the transitions
in opposite directions. Thus the pure dephasing rate of the coherence in this approximation
during the T period was chosen as faster (0.2 ps−1) of the possibilities mentioned above.
Orientational factors for spherical rotor were incorporated 27. In both solvents the frequencies
of two nearly equal frequency modes, ω1 and ω2, were chosen as ω2-ω1=10.8 cm−1 for D2O,
14.3 cm−1 in 59%D-glycerol/D2O, 15.3 cm−1 in 81%D-glycerol/D2O and 15.8 cm−1 in neat
D-glycerol. For the simulation in D2O the same set of parameters was used for both modes.
The rate constants for population and coherence transfer in the T period were found to be 0.53
ps−1 in D2O and 0.71, 0.59 and 0.45 ps−1 for 59%, 81%, and 100% D-glycerol mixtures. The
transfer time (1/2k) is between 0.7 and 1.1 ps in different solvents and is 3.5 – 5.5 times longer
than the time of coherence loss, 0.2 ps, implying that the effect of coherence transfer during
T is negligible. Of course this conclusion is demanded by the magnitudes of the anisotropy,
which are not possibly decaying to 0.1 by coherence transfer alone. It should be emphasized
that the splitting of the degeneracy affects the r(0) and the apparent decay rates and other
parameters in Table 1. The relative insensitivity of the rate constant of the population exchange
to solvent suggests that the required forces are arising from OD groups of either D2O or Dglycerol directly H-bonded the ND2 groups of DGdm+. The decrease of the transfer rate with
increasing friction suggests that out-of-plane and bending distortions of the ND2 groups of
DGdm+, which would be slower at higher friction, are inducing the transfer. The upper limit
for the rate constant of coherence transfer during t based on the simulation was estimated as
0.33 ps−1 for all solvents except for neat glycerol where the value was 0.25 ps−1. Simulations
with faster coherence transfer (see Figure 6) did not match the experimental anisotropy decays.
The fitted dephasing rates of the detected transitions vary from 1.69 to 2.22 ps−1 for different
solvents consistent with the coherence transfer during t being negligible. Thus, the ultrafast
decay of anisotropy is defined mainly by population exchange during T.
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A qualitative picture of the HGdm+ dynamics can be gleaned from the present and previous
55 MD simulations which show the water molecules arranged around the periphery of
HGdm+ with the oxygens predominantly pointing inward. Water molecules are repelled from
approaching in the perpendicular direction so the HGdm+ acts as if it has a hydrophobic shield
protecting the perpendicular direction yet it is hydrophilic on the periphery. This is a wellknown property of the HGdm+ ion and endows it with its amphiphilicity. Our MD simulation
was used to estimate the residence times of peripheral water configurations in the neighborhood
of a particular ND2 group and it was consistently found that configurations are maintained for
times exceeding 5 ps with high probability. These observations from the simulation are
consistent with the conclusion from the experiments that the observed subpicosecond decay
of the anisotropy is much faster than these changes.

CONCLUSION
The nearly degenerate asymmetric stretch vibrations of DGdm+ in D2O and D-glycerol/D2O
show an ultrafast (~0.5 ps) and slow (~4 ps) decay of their anisotropy The slow component is
attributed to rotational diffusion occurring on a time scale of few picoseconds. The fast
component is attributed to exchange of population between the two modes with relaxation rate
of about 1 ps. The coherence transfer during both waiting and integrated detection times (T
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and t respectively) of the pump-probe experiment was systematically evaluated and found to
have only a small influence on the decay of the anisotropy signal.
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Figure 1.

Concentration dependent FTIR spectra of guanidinium chloride. (a) the normalized FTIR
spectra of guanidinium chloride at 0.1 M (solid curve) and 8 M (dashed curve) after the water
(D2O) combination mode is subtracted. (b) FTIR spectrum of 0.1 M guanidinium chloride in
59% D-glycerol/D2O (solid curve). (c) FWHM of absorption band for different concentration
in D2O (inset is a blow-up of the low concentration regime). Simulated FTIR spectra of
DGdm+ absorption (parameters from Table 2) are shown by squares on (a) and (b).
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Figure 2.

Normalized pump-probe signal of DGdm+ for parallel polarizations of pump and probe pulses
at T=0.3 ps. Gray curve – 0.1 M in D2O, Gray circles – 6 M in D2O, Black curve – 0.1 M in
59%D-glycerol/D2O, Dashed curve – 0.1 M in 81%D-glycerol/D2O, Squares – 0.1 M in neat
D-glycerol.
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Figure 3.

Polarization dependent pump probe data for DGdm+. (a) Magic angle pump-probe signals at
different concentrations and in different solvents probed at 1603 cm−1; (red) 0.1 M in D2O,
(black) 6 M in D2O, (green) 0.1 M in 59%D-glycerol/D2O, (blue) 0.1 M in 81%D-glycerol/
D2O, (purple) 0.1 M in D-glycerol. (b) Anisotropy decay at 1603 cm−1 and (c) anisotropy decay
at 1557 cm−1; color coding is the same as in part (a). Red smooth curves are the two exponential
decay fits.
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Figure 4. Energy diagram for the separated normal modes model

Also shown are displacements of the atoms of the CN3 group of DGdm+ for the two degenerate
components of the 1600 cm−1 mode. The atomic displacements illustrate the orthogonal
polarization of the two transitions.
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Figure 5.

Feynman diagrams contributing to the pump-probe signal. Row 1 describes stimulated
emission (a, b) and ground state bleaching (c – f). Row 2 describes excited state absorption.
Rows 3 describes excited state absorption to a combinational mode. Rows 4 and 5 describe the
paths with coherence during the waiting time T. The factors of two before the pathway symbols,
〈abcd〉, indicate there are two diagrams with the time ordering of the first two pulses exchanged:
in addition, when a ≠ b, a and b must also be interchanged. A set of comparable diagrams with
the numerical indices (1 and 2) interchanged are also implied
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Simulated pump-probe spectra (XXXX tensor) and anisotropy for a probe at 1603 cm−1 for
bleaching (curves with squares) and at 1569 cm−1 for excited state absorption (smooth curves)
transients. Two equivalent oscillators were used with central frequencies ω1=1603.9 cm−1 and
ω2=ω1−Δω and population lifetimes and transfer as for DGdm+ in D2O. The auto and crosscorrelation functions, determining the dephasing of the transitions and the T interval coherence
transfer, were those for DGdm+ in D2O from Table 2. There is no rotational diffusion.
a) Parameters: Δ=∞, Δc=0 cm−1 and Δω=0 cm−1. 1 and 2: population exchange and all
coherence transfers set equal to zero; 3 and 4: population exchange and coherence transfers
during T set equal to zero and the coherence transfer rate during t set equal to infinity; 5 and
6: population exchange and coherence transfers during T are incorporated and coherence
transfer rate during t set equal to zero; 7 and 8: all processes incorporated with coherence
transfer during t set equal to infinity; 9 and 10: coherence transfer during T was incorporated;
no population exchange or dephasing during T, and no coherence transfer during t;
b) Parameters: Δ=20 cm−1, Δc=3 cm−1 and Δω=10 cm−1. 1 and 2: population exchange and all
coherence transfers set equal to zero; 3 and 4: population exchange and coherence transfers
during T set equal to zero and the coherence transfer rate during t set equal to infinity; 5 and
6: population exchange and coherence transfers during T are incorporated and coherence
transfer rate during t set equal to zero; 7 and 8: all processes incorporated with coherence
transfer during t set equal to infinity; 9 and 10: coherence transfer during T was incorporated;
no population exchange or dephasing during T, and no coherence transfer during t;
c) Parameters: Δ=20 cm−1, Δc=3 cm−1, Δω=10 cm−1 and T=0. red: no population exchange
and no coherence transfer, black: coherence transfer rate during t set equal to infinity.
d) Ratio of signal magnitudes of excited state absorption and bleach versus T for experimental
(1) and simulated results with parameters Δ=20 cm−1, Δc=3 cm−1 and Δω=10 cm−1: (2)
inclusion of 0.95ps population exchange and coherence transfer during T but no coherence
transfer during t; (3) same conditions as for (2) but infinitely fast coherence transfer during t.
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Figure 7.

Experimental and fit of pump-probe spectra (a, dashed and solid curves) and anisotropy (b,
circles and solid curve) for DGdmCl in D2O. Diagrams from Figure 5 and parameters from
Table 2 were used in simulation.
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0.1

0.1

0.1

6

Sample (M) Solvent
0.1
D2O

AF
τF (ps) AS
τS (ps)
Bleach 0.20±0.02 0.53±0.11 0.13±0.03 4.1±1.3
Abs 0.34±0.03 0.49±0.07 0.12±0.01 >6
D2O
Bleach 0.25±0.02 0.45±0.09 0.08±0.02 >6
Abs 0.29±0.01 0.60±0.05 0.1±0.01 >6
59%D-Glycrol/D2O Bleach 0.26±0.01 0.63±0.03 0.09±0.01 >6
Abs 0.35±0.03 0.50±0.05 0.09±0.01 >6
81%D-Glycrol/D2O Bleach 0.21±0.01 0.77±0.06 0.11±0.01 >6
Abs 0.36±0.03 0.48±0.05 0.09±0.01 >6
D-glycerol
Bleach 0.17±0.01 1.27±0.13 0.10±0.01 >6
Abs 0.21±0.01 1.22±0.17 0.09±0.01 >6

Parameters of double exponential fit of anisotropy decay for different concentrations of DGdm+ and different solvents.
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Solvent
D2O 59% glycerol 81% glycerol 100% glycerol
Parameters
ω1, cm−1
1593.1 1588.1
1586.2
1584.7
ω2, cm−1
1603.9 1602.4
1601.5
1600.5
Δ1, cm−1
20
18
18
18
Δ2, cm−1
20
12
12
14
Δc, cm−1
3
2
2
6
D||, D⊥, *10−10 s−1
3.3
0.33
0.23
0.0033
μ1/μ2
1
0.931
0.932
0.924
k, ps−1
0.53 0.71
0.59
0.45
kct, ps−1 (upper limit) 0.33 0.33
0.33
0.25
〈δωi(τ) δωi (0)〉 γ, ps−1 0.9
0.98
0.95
0.86
σ, ps−1 1.1
0.83
0.79
0.77
〈δωi(τ) δωj (0)〉 σ, ps−1 1.1
0.83
0.79
0.77

Parameters used for simulation of polarization dependent pump-probe spectra of guanidinium ion in D2O and D-glycerol/D2O.
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